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A typical carbon black consists of parallel layer groups which give rise to 00/ crystalline
reflections and tu'o-dimensional reflections h/c. Approximate parallel layer group dimensions
L" and Z, can be obtained from the peak breadths. The first effect of heat treatment is to increase the layer group dimensions. At higher temperatures, pairs of nearest neighbor layers
take on the graphite relation. In the beginning, the ordering of nearest neighbor pairs is completely independent of all neighboring layers, and both ABC and,,48,4. sequencesare produced. The ordering produces modulations in the 2-dimensional l¿lcreflections, and from these
modulations we obtain Pr, the probability of nearest neighbor ordering. For partial graphitization there are t*'o different nearest layer spacings, and allowance must be made for this in
measuring the L dimension. Correction must be made for the modulations in the ftft reflections in computing the tro dimensions.The principles are illustrated by a set of measurements
on Fine Thermal black heat treated to produce various degreesof imperfections.
I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of carbon black can be
describedin terms of the graphite structure
shown by Fig. 1. Graphite has a layer
structure with a layer spacing of 3.35Á.
Each carbon in a layer is bonded to 3
neighbors at 1.42Á,,forming a two dimensional hexagonal net. In the graphite
structure, half of the atoms in a layer are
directly over atoms in the previous layer,
and the other half are over the centers of
the hexagons.The secondlayer is directly
over the zero la,yer, so that the c axis is
twice the layer spacing.
The average carbon black without additional heat, treatment gives an x-ray pattern with only 3 diffuse peaks,from which
it is not possibleto deducea unique structure. With heat treatment the pattern
sharpens sufficiently to allow a definite
structure determination, and from the
structure of the heat treated black it is
possible to surmize the structure of the
original black. The x-ray studies indicate
that carbon black is made up of graphite
layers roughly parallel to one another but
* Researchsponsoredby GodfreyL. Cabot, Inc.

rvith random orientation about the layer
normal, and a layer spacing somewhat
larger than that of graphite. The average
carbon black without additional heat treatment consists of parallel layer groups in
rvhich there are 4 or 5 such roughly parallel
graphite layers. The dimensions of the
parallel layer groups normal to the layers
and parallel to the layers are called L, and
-L,. Values of the order l, : 12Á and
Lo : 20Á are common for untreated
blacks. Presumablythe parallel layer groups
result from the packing together of the
disk-shapedgraphite layers, the larger the
disk diameter the larger the number of
layers in the group.
Figure 2a shows the x-ray pattern of a
carbon black u'ith the usual three diffuse
rings. Figure 2b is a pattern of the same
black heated 2 hours at 2000'C. The pattern consistsof the (00/) crystalüne reflections (002) and (004), and the 2-dimensional (ñk) reflections(10) and (11). Figure
3 showsthe microphotometerrecord of the
2-dimensional reflection (10). It rises
sharply to a peak and then falls off slowly
on the high an'gleside, with thc crystalline
reflection (004) superimposedon the high
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angle tail. This type of 2-dimensional
lattice reflection would be produced by
individual graphite layers taking independently all orientations in space. Since
the (00/) reflections prove that there are
several graphite layers roughly parallel, it is
the obseruance of the 2-dimensional reflections 'l'l'hich proves that in the parallel
layer groups the layers have random orientations about theil normals' The layer
diameter Z" is obtained directly from the
half-maximum breadth of the 2-dimensional reflections by the 2-dimensional
particle size equationl' 2'
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Frc. 1. The structure of graPhite

(a) untreated, (b) heated 2 hours
Frc. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of Spheron Grade 6 black'
at 2000"C. Radiation CuKa.
II.

GROWTH OF PARALI,EL
GROUPS BY HEAT

I]AYER

TREATMENT

The first effect of heat treatment orr a
carbon black is to cause an increase in the
size of the parallel layel groups. Figure 4
shows lhe sharpening of the pattern of a
Frc. 3. Nlicrophotometer record shou'ing the 2
dimensional reflection (10), Spheron Gr¿de 6
black heated 2 hours at, 2800'C.

1B. E. Warren,Phys. Rev' 59' 693 (1941).
2 J . B i s c o e a n d B . E . W a r r e n . J o r r r . A p p l'
Phvs. 13, 364 (1942)'
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Llnheated,

b. Grade6 1500'C?hrs

C, Grade6 2800"C 2 hrs

Fre. 4. Sharpening of intensity curves for Spheron Grade 6 black; (a) untreated, (b)
heated
2 hours at 1500oC,(c) heated 2 hours at 2800.C.

Spheron Grade 6 black by heat treatment.
The (áfu) 2-dimensionalreflections sharpen
considerably, but retain the characteristic
shape of a 2-dimensionalreflection. in-

dicating that the layer diameters L, increase, but the qrientations of the layers
about their normal remains random- The
(001) reflectionsalso sharpen indicating an
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as has.l¡een..pointed.-out by .Frauklin3. The
attraction between t'rvo parallel graphite
layers should increase, and the periodic
structure of the layer should become important as the layer diameter increases.
Presumably it..is only for values greater
100Á that there is an appreciable
than L":
decreasein energy by the two parallel layers
rotating to take on the definite graphite
relation.
III.

Frc. 5. (a) The dimensions Lo and Z" of the
parallel layer groups in Spheron Grade 6 black
heated for 2 hours at various temperatures, (b)
per cent by volume of Hz in gas evolved'
increase in the average number of Iayers in
a parallel layer group, and corresponding
increase in the dimension L".
The increase in the L" and Z" dimensions

THE BEGINNING

OF GRAPHITIZATION

When neighboring layers in a parallel
layer group start to assumethe graphite
relation, modulations appear in the (hh) 2dimensionalreflectionsa.Figure 6 showsthe
appearanceof modulationsin the (10) 2dimensionalreflectionsfrom a File Thermal
black rvhich reachesL" : 100Á at about
which are seen
2000"C. The modulations
-"'
' --'=-'"
the splitting up int-o
arg -tl-r-,e--!.-egl!+iUg._gj

on heat treatment is shown by Fig. 5 for
ti-op) ""¿*(ió-t).' lü'tión trvo nei¡ihbóiú
the Spheron Grade 6 blacks. Appreciable layers order,
there is a decreasein the layer
growth starts at around 1000'C, rvhich is spacing and the (004) reflection moves
also the t'emperature at which t'here is a torvard larger angle. Figure 7 shows the
rapid increasein the rate at which Hr is appearanceof modulationsin the (11) redriven off. It seemsvery reasonablethat flection on heat treating the same black'
growth should not start until the hydrogen The modulations here are verJ¡ pronounced
bound to the edgesof the layers is removed. and representthe beginning of the splitting
The x-ray measurementsdo not suffice to of (11) into (110)and (112).
distinguish betlt'een layer growth by inWith the beginning of rnodulations, the
dividual atoms moving from one layer and protióiii óf measuringLo and L"'beeomés
joining another, or the moving of a whole much more difficult. The modulations inlayer to join another layer. The fact that creasethe rvidth of (10) and decreasethe
there is an increasein the aYeragenumber rvidth of (11), so that unlesscorrectionsare
of layers in a parallel la¡'er group suggests made for the modulations, quite inconthat there is a motion of 'wholelayers.
sistent values of Lo are obtained..Since
In the Spheron 6 blacks the layers relayers red.uces
of
"g¡derigg* "g1.9!l-l"ighbor
main' random in orientation about their "the
sample
paitially
ordered
layei spaciris,-á
normals, even up to 2800oC, where the contains a range of average sp-acingg*-A[?layer diameter has reached a value of the the breadth of the (00C)iéflectionsis d¡¡e-*t-q
order Lo : 65Á. In some blacks, even at ¡oitr' ttre L, dimension and this.,qp.acing
temperatureswell below 2800"C,the layers tal*ü1"
tfnless correction is made for
elgut
are no longer completely
landg¡¡--- _
3R. E. Franklin, Acta Cryst.3, 107 (1950);
.... -"i^_
:,-___:.-_---_--;-_.T_i_.,
,___. . i_i -_
nergnoor
parrsol nearest
thelr normals,tl_r¡t.
(1951);Proc. Roy. Soc. 4209,
Acta Cryst. 4,
on-the gr¿p"litg rgla!,io4-, 1 9 6 ( 1 9 5 1 ) . ?53
layerssta¿LJo"iake.
4 C. R. Houska and B. E. Warren, Jour. Appl.
This processseemsto start rylren -th,qlayg
:
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Frc. 6. Developmentof modulationsin the (10) reflect,ionof a fine therm¿l (FT) black heated
2 hours at various temperatures.
t'he spacing variation, (004) gives a smaller
Lova\ue than (002).
As long as the graphite layers in a parallel
layer group have random orientations
about the layer normals, the reciprocal
lattice consists of sharp (001) points and
uniform (hfr) rods. Ordering shows up by a
periodic density variation in the (lzfo)rods.
It, is these periodic density variations which
produce the modulations in the (h/¿) reflections. For an (hk) reflection which shows
modulation, the ordinate of the diffractometer trace, except in the vicinity of the
peak, can be approximated bya
ñ
t/t-t-\:
rzo'\tL^')

kjF'(

+ cos'20)

+ sina(sinra :-in%fr
(2)

+a

.|

41ng cos2rnhs

whereKisaconstant
j is the 2-dimensional multiplicity
F is the 2-dimensional structure
factor, F2 : 4f2 cos2ltr(2h + k)/31.
áois the Bragg angle corresponding to
the reflection (hk0).
á3is the variable of the Fourier series;
it is proportional to a distance alono
fhe (hk) rod, and is given by
/23:

(sin,á -

sin206)+2a,rf
¡

(B)

a3 is the spacing of the graphite layers.
A"(hlt) is the coefficient of the Fourier
series, ,A,(/ik) - (exp l2zri(X"h * Y"k)l)
r'vhere X,o1 and Yna2 are the displacements
of a layer with'respect to its ¿th neighboring
layer. For pairs of ordered layers, X, and
Y,, have definite values, rvhile for dis-
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(11) reflection of a fine thermal (FT) black heated
Frc. 7. Development, of modulations in the
2 hours at various temPeratures.

I'k)l) is
ordered pairs (exp l2ri(X"h I
zero.
By dividing the experimentally observed
quantity Prí(hk) by the terms preceding
the summation in Eq. (2), and normalizing
1, rve
by the condition that áo(ñfo)
factor
modulating
obtain the experimen[al
units.
in
absolute
2,, A"(lr,tt) cos 2nnhs
it is
and
series
Fourier
This expression is a
half
reliable
any
periodic in h¡. From
-4"(hh)
coefficients
period in the curve' the
can be determined in the usual I'ay by use
of the Lipson and Beevers striPs.
IY.

EXPERIMENTAL

DIFFICUI,TIES

The crystalline reflections (002) and (004),
and the 2-dimensional reflections (10) and

(11) contain the data required for following
the graphitizalion of carbon black. Most of
the early l'ork in this field rvas done rvith
crystal monochromated radiation, evacuated
cameras, and film recording. Today quantitative 'work is better done u'ith recording
Geiger cottnter diffractometers. Ilsing
doubly bent LiF monochromators, CuKa
radiation, and dispensing with the usual
Soller slits, there is enough intensity for
direct recording of carbon black patterns.
For most rvork however it is simpler and
adequate to use filtered radiation with the
commercial ,diffractometers. In some cases
lvhere special studies of diffuse background
intensities must be made, the use of balanced
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filters gives a good enough approximation to
monochromatic radiation.
!lt":q is a serious qource
Iglgg¡bp+.bla.k
of trouble in using recording diffractometers
ivith the usual flat faced ponder briquet
sa4p]e. The geometry of the diffractometer
assumesthat diffraction takes place only in
the surface of the sample, and most materiais
have sufficiently high absorption coefficients
for this to be a good approximation. HorvFt*. 8. 'Ihe (10) reflection from (FT) black
et.er for carbon black the absorption is so -heated 2 hours at 2B00oC,
CuKo radiltión.
small that the beam penetrates rvell into the
sample, diffraction takes place in the interior
ry{¿o)
of the sample, and this produces an asym'
metric broadening and peak shift torvard
small angle on the recording. The effect can
ll
be eliminated by using a sample so thin that
interior diffraction can be neglected,but for
carbon black the corresponding loss in
intensity can seldom be tolerated. Another
ijt
method is to use the standard thick sample,
and then correct the shape of the peak for
-.\
the small absorption effect by using the
/.i
published correction methodss. The cor- - l - -!- - - - -rI
T
2e
rection by means of the derivative of the
measured curve using Eq. 5 of Reference 5
Frc. 9. The (11) reflection from (FT) black
is made simple bylvorking *'ith a sample at heated 2 hours at 2300"C, CuKa radiation. Dashed
least 3 mm thick so that only the first tu'o p e a k , c o r r e c t e d f o r i n s t r u m e n t a l b r o a d e n i n e .
terrns of the equation are needed.
Jbe
V. EYALUATION OF PATTERNS \[HEN
correction can be made smaller by using

lt

t\

i\

/1\

t\--li

efx;1áiíia[ió""-iuin".
th;; thó usuaL
"áóing"if,i,
The
disadván{age
to
.9y-Ko.
comes from the faet that the ratio of the
effective Ka intensity to the general background is much lorver rvith Cr radiation. For
rnaterial lvith small L" and L" , rvhere the
peaks are broad and the corrections of only
small importance, it is best to use CuKa.
For materials having sharp (00/) and sharp
\.-.
,.
niod [rlati ons i n the (áfr) refl ect i ons, _t-hé
sm al I
absorption correction is vex¡4-imp.ortqn!,.4q$

it is rvorthwhile
u¡i1,q"!1I{a,
5 D. T. Keating and B. E. Warren, Rev. Scient.
Inst. 23, 519(1952).

MODUI]ATIONS ARD PRESENT

The evaluation of a patteln sholving
modulations rvill be illustrated by a Fine
Thermal blacko heated 2 hours at 2800.C.
This black has an electron microscope
average particle diameter of 1600Á, and the
surface characteristics of similarly heattreated blacks have been reportedT'8.Figure
8 shorvs the diffractometer trace for the
(10) reflection using CuKa. The crystalline
6 W. Schaeffer, W. R. Smith and M. l,ollev,
Ind. Eng. Chem. 46, 1721(1953).
7 M. Polley, W. Schaeffer and W. R. Smith,
J.
Phys. Chem. 57,46Y (1953).
8 R. A. Beebe and D. M, Young, J. Ph¡'s.
Chem. 58, 93 (1954).
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reflection (00a) is eliminated by drawing a
smooth curve under it. The background Iine
for the (10) reflection is well defined on the
small angle end. To fix the height of the
background line on the right hand end we
lay off the values of the variable hr : 0, 0.5,
1.0 and 1.5 using Eq. 3. From Eq. (2), the
ordinates of the curve divided by the terms
preceding the summation should give the
Fourier series f, A"(hk) cos 2trnh3, and
this is periodic in hs . The corrected curve
should have equal heights at ht : 0.5 and
h : 1.5. Since the background height can
be guessedatr ht : 0'5, this condition fixes
it at hs : 1'5.
Figure I shows the diffractometer trace
for the (11) reflection. The (006) reflection
is eliminated by drarving a smooth curve,
and the height of the background fixed in
the same way as for the (10) reflection.
llsing CuKcv, the broadening by the small
absorption effect is particularly bad for the
sharp peak at the small angle end of the (11)
reflection. The effect is readily corrected by
use of the derivative of the curves. The next,
most, important correction is that for the
extraneous broadening due to the unresolved
oraz doublet. This is readily corrected by the
methods of DuMonde and Rachingerlo, or
by a Stokesll type Fourier method. The
dotted line of Fig. 9 illustrates the importance of the correction. The relative
magnitude of both of these corrections u'ould
be decreasedby using CrKa.
Excluding the part near the peak, the
corrected (10) and (11) curves are dividec
by the terms preceding the summation in
Eq. 2, and plotted against the variable h¡
defined by Eq. 3. Since the quantity obtained
is a periodic Fourier series, a half period
suffices. The function is normalized by the
1. From the
condition that Ao(hk)
e J. W. M. DuMond, Rev. Mod. PhYs. 6' I
(1e33).
r0W. A. Rachinger, J' Scient. Inst. 25' 254
(1948).
rr A. R. Stokes,Proc. Phys. Soc'61,382 (1948).

normalized curves, the Fourier coefficients
A"(hk) are readily obtained by use of the
Lipson and Beevers strips. The values
obtained from the (10), (11) and (21)
reflections are given in Table I. If nearest
neighbor pairs order independently there
should be a relation between the coefficientsoA,(hk) : lA't(h[lt"l. The values in
Table I obey this relation very closely,
indicating that in the early stages of
graphitization nearest neighbor pairs order
independent of neighboring layers.
The Fourier coefficients can be expressed
in terms of probabilities for the displacement of an r¿th neighbor layer
P,0 probability of zero displacement
P"+ probability of displacement

X* : 3,

P,- probability of displacement

X": -?

V":i

Y*: -t

are equally probable

Since P,+ and P;

A^(hk) : P*o I (P"+ + P"-)
cos2r (3h + +,k)

Á\
\ -/

Using the condition that Pro : 0 (nearest
neighbors cannot, be directly above one
another), the coefficientsin Table I can be
used to compute the probabilities of Table
II. Pr is the probability of nearestneighbor
layers being ordered, Pf is the probability
TABLE I
A" (hk) for FT Black Heated 2 Hours
Coe.ffi"cients
at 2300"C
An$o)

0
1
2

1 00
-0. 13
0.02

1.00
o.25
0.06

1.00
-0.r2
0.02

TABLE II
Probabilities of First and Second,Neighbor Ordering
in @T) Black Heated 2 Hours at 2300"C
P1:(PflP.):0.2b
P'o : 6'933
(Pr*lPz-):O.027
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of second neighbor layers being in the ,4-B,4
sequence,and (P2+ t Pt-) is the probability
of second neighbor layers being in the ,4BC
sequence. Within the experimental error rve
can saJ¡ that one quarter of the nearest
neighbor pairs are ordered, one sixteenth of
the second neighbor pairs are ordered, and
for the latter there is about equal probability
of following ABA and ,4BC sequences.
Since there is about equal probability of
ABA and,4BC orderirrg in the early stages
of graphitization, stacking faults are probably to be expected in graphite obtained by
graphitizing a black.
Having determined the modulating factor
>," A"(hk) cos 2rnhs, the experimental
curves for (10) and (11) can be demodulated
by dividing by the modulation factor. flsing
Eq. (1), $re can then obtain .L" values from
the half-maximum breadths of the demodulated curves. It is also possible to
obtain approximate values of P1 and -L.
directly from the (hft) curves by means of a
Iogarithmic plota. These values are in general
less accurate than those obtained by the
processof demodulation.
'When
modulations appear in the (ñk)
reflections there are trvo slightly different
layer spacings, and the (00/) reflections are
broadened by both particle size and distortion. The distortion broadening must be
corrected, otherwise inconsistent values of
Z"'rvill be obtained from (002) and (004). To

TABLE III
Numerical Values for an (F7') Black Heated 2
'I'emperatures
Hours at Various
T

(l
")

.C

2000
2300
2500
27m

A

59
,7,

78
88

97,
129 ,
136 ,
132 .

do this, the reflections are corrected for
instrumental broadening, the corrected
shapes represented by a Fourier series, and
the Fourier coefficients determined. Figure
10 shon's the Fourier coefficients obtained
from the (002) and (004) reflections. If there
were no distortion broadening (variation irr
layer spacing), the (002) and (004) cun'es
would coirrcide.In terms of | : 1 for (002)
and | : 2 for (004), l.e extrapolate to 1' : 0
by plotting ln A"(l) I's. /2 for each value of
n,. The coefficients obtained, r{,P represent
broadening due to particle size only; they
are also shor,r'n on Fig. 10. From the initial
slope of the Ane curve, a mean parallel layer
group thickness <L") is obtained. The
coefficientsá," could also be used to obtain
the usual half-maximum intensity breadth
of the (001) reflection due to particle size
only. From such a breadth rve obtain another
kind of average (L"')/(L").
Table III gives numerical values for the
same (FT) black heated 2 hours at various
temperatures. l" is the thickness obtained
from the initial slope of the ,4,r curve. P1
and Lorvereobtained from the (10) reflection
by use of the logarithmic chart. P1 is the
probability of nearest neighbor pairs of
layers orderirrg to take on the graphite
relation. It is an ideal quantity to define as
the "degree of graphitization."
VI.

Frc. 10. The Fourier coefficients A"(l) for
(002) and (004) and the particle size coefficient
A,P for (FT) black heated 2 hou¡s ¿t 2300"C.

A

0.03
0.25
0.33
0.35

DISCUSSION

X-ray studies of heat treated carbon
blacks are capableof giving a fairly detailed
picture of the structure of the original
carbon black, and of the processof graphiti-
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zaf"ion. The original carbon black contains
small graphite layers with diameters of the
order ,L" : 20Á. I)ue presumably to the
disk shape of the layer, several of these
layers tend to pack roughly parallel forming
parallel layer groups. In the original black
there are some 3 or 4 or 5 layers in a parallel
layer group, corresponding to a layer group
I2A' The
thi.krress of the order l" :
graphite layers in a parallel Iayer group are
roughly parallel but random in orientatiorl
about the layer normal. At this stage, the
layers are held together by very tveak van
der Waals forces, and the layer spacing is
larger than that of crystalline graphite. The
layer is too small to make its periodic
structure be felt, and there is no tendency
for a layer to take a definite orientation I'ith
respect to neighboring layers.
With heat treatmerrt the layers start to
grorv in diameter, either bv migration of
individr.ral atoms from one layer to a gron'ing
layer, or by joining together of layers. At
the same time the number of layers in a
parallel layer group increases, suggesting
that displacements of the layers are taking
place. In the first stage of grorvth of the
parallel layer groups, the layers remain
random in orientation about the layer
normal.
When the layer diarneter reaches a value
of the c'rder L, : 100Á, pairs ol' ltearest
neighbor layers shotv a tendency to take on
the graphite relation. With increasing Iayer
diameter the attraction between the layers

increases,the separation decreases,and the
potential minima corresponding to a graphite
relation begin to be felt. Different blacks
show different -Logrowth rvith temperature.
Ordering seems to start at the temperature
for which Lhe L" value reaches the order of
100Á. Il,!be--b--egulrir-ig, pairs of nearest
neighbor layers order independently, rath.e,r
than rvhole regions taking on the graphite
st.rucfure. This independence in ordering
produces ABC as well as ,4BA sequences.
For an ordered pair the layer spacing
decreases to approximately the graphite
values'1' 3.35Á. Ordering of the layers is
the beginning of graphitization, and this
effect can be recognized by the appearance
of modulations in the (ft,k)reflections. From
the modulations it is possible to evaluate
the parameter P1 , the probability of nearest
rreighbor pairs ordering to the graphite
relation. It is suggestedthat Pr is a suitable
quantity to define as the "degree of graphitizat,ion."
tr{uch of the t'ork described here parallels
the studies of carbon made by Miss R. E.
Franklin and her publications3 should be
read to get as broad a picture as possible.
The results rvhich have beerr reported here
have been taken from the rvork of J. Biscoe,
C. R. Houska, and Mrs. M. Dano.
We are indebted to l)¡. W. R. Smith of Godfrel'
L. Cabot, Inc. for his very generous help and advice throushout the course of these studies.

12G. E. Bacon, Acta Cryst. 4' 558 (1951).

